
Fanø Kran-Service A/S 
is an experienced partner when it comes  
to crane service and repair. We provide  
products, knowhow and safety for the  
offshore industry.

”
Offshore

Tool-Securing System 
Working safely at heights. Use attachment 
devices with your tools, and minimize the risk 
of a dropped object considerably.



Offshore
Tool-Securing System 

Attachment Device

By implementing a tool-securing system, you prevent tools from becoming 

the next dropped object when working at heights.

We have developed a tool-securing system with a controlled attachment 

device. The system is tested in the presence of Danish Techological Institute 

and manufactured according to a documented production-control system, 

involving a product certificate.

The attachment device consists of a flexible stainless-steel wire that is closed 

with a copper talurit and protective colour coded tubing. An identification tag 

ensures full traceability to wire batch, production date and manufacturer. 

A QR code links to the relevant information on our website.

What we provide

You may purchase your tools complete with attachment devices from Fanø 

Kran-Service. Alternatively, our competent service technicians can provide 

your existing tools with attachment devices, either at our workshop in Esbjerg 

or on site worldwide.

 

Finally, you may become trained and certified in the complete setup for the 

tool-securing system, including product testing of the attachment devices, 

that will thus be covered by the Fanø Kran-Service product certificate. We will 

provide you with any necessary tools and materials to allow you to secure 

your own hand tools in accordance with best practice.

 

Colour Coding

Colour coding of the system will help you identify the lanyards to be used 

together with your hand tools e.g.:

RED protective tubing - RED name tag for tool lighter than 2 kg

BLACK protective tubing - BLACK name tag for tool heavier than 2 kg

Please contact us for further details and specifications.
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